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Abstract - -Gauss ian blur is frequently used to model the degradation of images or signals. We 
will show how to clean the blurred image. We shall obtain exact formulas. To achieve this goal, we 
will make use of some formulas from the theory of basic hypergeometric series. We will also show 
how to deblur images blurred by a modified Gaussian blur. 
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1. THE PROBLEM 
Suppose we receive a blurred image encoded by the numbers s.* iN and suppose that 1.yrnn l rn,n=- N, 
the distortion is the result of the convolution of the original image g {gmn}m,n=-g and a blur 
h* "tN VmnJm,n=--N" 
It is a frequently used assumption that we can regard the infinite extension of the received 
image as the convolution of the infinite extension of the original image and another blur, 
(1) 
In this article, we will mark the formulas related to the finite images by an asterisk ,. For 
example, 
* ~N * N N 
gmntm,n=-g ---- {bmn}m,n:-N * {gmn}m,,~=-g. (1") 
Deblurring means the procedure of regaining the original picture from the blurred one. 
The blur is called Gaussian if, for some standard eviation a, we have 
1 . e_ (1 /2a2)n2  bran := bin" bn, where bn := ~ • (2) 
Gaussian blur occurs in the atmosphere, in the lens of the human eye and in computer tomog- 
raphy. We have seen several articles attempting to deblur the Gaussian blur (see [1] and [2]). 
They usually try continuous methods. 
I would like to thank D. C. Wilson for posing the deblurring problem in the generating function form in his applied 
mathematics class. I would also like to thank him and B. Mair for their valuable comments. 
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We approached the problem from the discrete side, and realized that the problem can be solved 
using methods from the theory of q-series. The solution of this and a modified problem is given 
in Section 2. 
While we used generating functions, Kimia and Zucker in [5] used matrix multiplication to 
calculate convolutions. In Section 4, we reformulate their results in the language of q-series and 
compare them with ours. 
THEOREM. The discrete Gaussian kernel (2) does have an exact inverse with respect to the 
convolution. There is a number K~ and a sequence c_= [cl, c2,... ] so that 
(X) mTt  ¢:~ * O0 
{gmn}m,n=-oo = Ka" {(-1) Cman}m,n=--oo * {gmn}m,n=--oo" (3) 
There is also a modified Gaussian blur {b'm} , acting on finite images, w/rich possesses an exact 
inverse. 
Using generating functions, we can express the convoluted relationship (I) as 
E bronx m-n'y E gmn xmy n = E g~nnxmyn" 
m~?2 m~n 77~1n 
Therefore, the original image can be obtained by taking the reciprocal of the generating function 
of the blur: 
1 
E gmnxmyn = Em,n branxmy n" E g*nxmyn" (4) 
?fLirt m~n 
The generating function of kernel (2) is separable, i.e., ~-~m,~ b,m x m'yn = ~mbmxm.~;~nb~y,~, 
therefore it is enough to find the reciprocal of the one dimensional sum 
oo  
e-~/~ "~z'~. (5) 
The crucial observation is that if we introduce the abbreviation 
q :-- e -x/2~'2, (6) 
then the series (5) takes the form 
oo  
qn2xn. (71 
n~- -OO 
The following argument is valid not only for the value q chosen in (6), but for any 0 < q < 1. 
2. THE SOLUTION 
We will use two results from the theory of q-series (also called basic hypergeometric series). 
This discipline goes back to the last century. For references about the subject, see the book by 
Gasper and Rahman [3] or by Andrews [4]. 
The first result is called Jacobi's triple product identity [3, p. 12]. It states that series (7) is 
the product of three infinite products: 
n~- -OO 
(8) 
A proof of the identity was already known to Gauss, but G. Jacobi (1829) was the first to publish 
a proof. 
It is time we introduced the usual notation from q-series: 
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(1 - z)(1 - zq) ' . . . "  (1 - zqn-1), if n > 0, 
:=  (z;  :=  1, i t  n = 0, (9) 
1/ ( (1 -zq -1) (1 -zq -2) - . . .  . (1 -zqn) ) ,  if n<0.  
The second parameter is usually suppressed in (9), provided it is simply q. 
Set n --* oo; substitute z in (9) by q2, -qx and -qx  -1 respectively; then for each of the three 
substitutions, replace q in (9) by q2. The triple product identity (8) is now dressed in the modern 
style: 
E qn2xn = (q2,-qx, -qx-1;  q2)~, (81) 
n=-- (X)  
where (Zl, z2, z3; q2)n is the shorthand for the product (of products) (zl; q2)n. (z2; q2)n. (z3; q2)n. 
The second tool we use is a very special case of Ramanujan's 1¢1 identity [3, p. 126]. This 
identity states that the ratio of certain quadruples of infinite products is an infinite sum, a Laurent 
series in general, 
(az,(q/az),q, (b/a))oo ~ (a)n n 
(10) (z, (b/az), b, (q/a) )~ = ,=-~2-" - (~  z 
Notice that if n < 0 in (9), then 1/(q)~ = 0. Therefore, if b = q, the right hand side of (10) 
reduces to a Taylor series, while the last three infinite products cancel on the left hand side 
of (10). This special case is called the q-binomial theorem. Our needs will actually be met by the 
further specialization a --- 0. 
1 _ ~ 1 z~" ( i i)  
(3O 
(Z)oo 
n:O 
1 0o qn2xn ) Equation (8) shows that /(~-n=-oo is the product of the reciprocals of three infinite 
products. We can apply (11) to each of the three products. Substitute z by q2, -qx  and -qx  -1 
respectively, then replace q by q~ each time. 
Therefore, the combination of (8) and (11) yields 
)( ) 
n=0 (q2; q2)n n=O (q2; q2)n n=O (q2; q2)n ~-~n=_~ qn2x n ~ x n ~ x -n 
= (n=~oanqn)" (~n~=O(-1)nanxn)'(n=~O(-1)nanx-n) ' 
(12) 
where 
In other words, 
where 
qrt 
an .-- (q2;q2)n. (13) 
1 oo 
~-,~---oo q '~2x'~ = Dq. ~ (-1)'~cnx n, (14) 
Dq := ~ anq n. (15) 
n=0 
Moreover, co ---- a~ +a 2 +a 2 +. . . ,  Cl = c-1 = alao +a2al +a3a2 +." ,  c2 = c-2 = 
a2ao + a3al + a4a2 + . . . ,  and, in general, 
cn = c-n = a t • (<<n a), where << is the left shift operator. (16) 
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We can write (16) in the form of 
[ai 1 a l  a0 [C0 ,C l ,C2 , . - . ]  ---- [ao ,a l ,a2 , . . . ]  2 a l  ao " ",. "., "., 
If we would like to get a deblurring formula for the finite blurred image * N {gnm}n,m=-N, we have 
to truncate the Taylor series in (12). An analysis of the coefficients and the error will be given 
in the next section. But before doing that, let us introduce the modified Gaussian blur, which 
acts on finite images, and for which we obtained a similar exact deblurring formula. 
Let 
(q2;q2)M+N (q2;q2)M+N (17") 
dn : :  dn(N,M) : :  (q2;q2)M_n (q2;q2)N+n 
and 
* * • * * d n2 bm~:=b m b~, whereb n := nq • (2*) 
OBSERVATION.  
(1) For a fixed n, if M, N --* 0o, we have b~ --~ b~. In other words, the Gaussian blur is the 
(indexwise) limit of the modified Gaussian blur. 
(2) For any n, we have 0 < b* < bn. 
The Jacobi triple product (8) has to be replaced by its finite version: 
M 
Z dnqn2x" =(q2;q2)M+N" (--qx;q2)u " (--qx-1;q2)N" 
n~-g  
(8*) 
The N = M case of the (8*) can be found on [4, p. 49]. The formula above is our (slight) 
generalization. We omit the proof here. On page 36 of the same book, we find the following 
analogue of the q-binomial theorem: 
1 __~ (N+n-1  1 z n, (11" )  
(Z)N n n=0 / q 
where the q-binomial coefficient (~)q is defined by (q)a/(q)b(q)a-b. 
The new identity gained from (8*) and (11") is 
1 
M En-~-N dnq n2x'~ 
= (q2;q21)M+N'(~=O (M+:-l)q2(-q)nxn)'(n=~o (N+:-l)q2 (-q)nx-n) 
where 
and 
q'~ . (q2; q2) N+n_l 
a*(N) :=  (q2; q2)n 
1 
Dq := (q2; q2)N+M (q2; q2)N_I (q2; q2)M_l" 
The limit of formula (12"), as both M and N go to oc, is exactly formula (12). 
(12") 
(13") 
(15") 
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3. AN ANALYSIS OF THE COEFFICIENTS an 
The first observation is that the coefficients can be obtained recursively: a0 = 1 and 
q (18) an : 1 -- q2n " an-1. 
Similarly, ao (g) -- (q2; q2)g_l  and 
a:(N) q ( ) *(N) 1 -- q2n " 1 q2(g- l+n) (18") ~. __  . t~n_  1 • 
Since an/an-1  --* q < 1, the ratio test shows that the formal expansion (12) is valid (at least) in 
the annulus q < Ix[ < 1/q. It follows from the identity a *(N) = an" (q2;q2)N+n-1 that  
(q2; an < (N) < an for n. (19) 
We now prove that  an can be majorized by a geometrical sequence. 
PROOF. Since q2n __+ 0 monotonically, as n ~ oc, there exists an integer nmax such that  1 - q - 
q2n > 0 for n > nmax. For instance, 
nmax :---- " ln (q)  J 
will do the job. Let 
1 - q - q2n 
r(n) . -  (21) 
q 
Fix N > nmax and let r := r(N). For any n > N we have r(n) > r > O. 
In other words, for such n we have 
q 1 
1-q2n - r+ l  < " (22) 
Finally, the recursion (18) and inequality (22) give us 
1 
an <_ aN" \ r -~- -1 /  = (aN(r  + 1)g) - ~ =: K .  t n. (23) | 
THEOREM. I f  O < q < 1, then there is an index nmax, given in (20), such that 
1 = ao < al < " ' '  < anm~x-1 ~-- anm~x > anm~×+l > anm~x+2 > "'" • 
In addition, i f  N is fixed and greater than or equal to nmax, there exist constants K > 0 and 
0 < t < 1, given in (23), such that/ 'or  any n > N we have 
an < g • t n. 
COROLLARY. /~N _~ nmax, the tail o f  the series can be est imated by 
~-~°° ~-~ ( 1 ~ n -N  aN zN+I 1 aNzN+lq  
A_, anzn < aN" \ ~-~-~ ] z n = - -  
-- r + 1 1 -- ( z / ( r  + 1) )  1 - -  zq- -  q2N" 
n=N+l  n=N+l  
Let us conclude this section with a table. Numbers anmax are the largest coefficients for the 
given q, while a = 1/v/ -zT[ -~ is the standard deviation. We also calculate the first indices nk 
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Table 1. Some calculations by Maple 
q cr nmax anmax nl n2 7t3 nk+ 1 -- n k Dq 
0.1 0.47 0 1 2 3 4 1 1.01 
0.2 0.56 0 1 2 3 5 2 1.04 
0.3 0.64 0 1 2 4 6 2 1.11 
0.4 0.74 0 1 3 6 8 3 1.23 
0.5 0.85 0 1 4 8 11 4 1.45 
0.618 1.02 0 1 7 12 16 5 2.08 
0.724 1.24 1 1.521 12 19 26 7 3.98 
0.778 1.41 2 2.420 18 27 36 9 7.33 
0.835 1.67 4 6.188 31 43 56 13 22.6 
0.886 2.03 8 38.3 62 81 100 19 174 
0.926 2.55 16 1190 145 175 205 30 6880 
0.946 3.00 26 52,505 272 314 355 42 359 788 
0.954 3.26 32 628,500 376 424 473 49 4.7. 106 
0.972 4.20 64 4.10 I° 1018 1099 1181 82 4.1011 
0.984 5.57 128 8.1019 3141 3284 3427 143 1.1021 
0.990 7.05 256 1 • 1033 8086 8315 8544 229 2.1034 
0.994 9.11 512 4.1056 22572 22955 23338 383 1 • 1058 
(k = 1,2, 3) of the coefficients for which auk < 10 -k. The penult imate column shows the number 
of extra coefficients we need in order to gain an order of magnitude in an. 
4. COMPARISON WITH K IMIA  AND ZUCKER'S  SOLUT ION 
When we were writ ing the previous ections of this article, we were unaware of a recent paper by 
K imia and Zucker [5]. Since they are seemingly unaware of the theory of q-series, it is appropriate 
to reformulate their result in the q-notation and compare it with ours. 
As usual, they regard convolution as matr ix  multipl ication, create a Toeplitz matr ix  B from 
the vector of blurs and write 
bo bl . . . . . . . . .  b2N-  1 b2N 
b-1 ". ". b2y-1  
b -N  . . .  b-1 bo bl . . .  by  
b-2g+l  . . .  b-1 bo bl 
b-2g  b-2Y+l . . .  b-1 b0 
gN 
gN-1  
go 
g -g+l  
• g-N 
$ 
gN-1  
g; 
g:N+l  
g~N • 
(24) 
The deblurr ing procedure is equivalent to finding the inverse of matr ix  B. 
In the language of the formal power series we used, the problem translates as: 
2N 2N 2N 
F_, F_, xn= Z g,,'x°, (25) 
n=-2N n=-2N n=-2N 
with the proviso that  gn -- 0 and g~ =- 0 are enforced for In[ > N. The deblurring procedure is 
2N 
equivalent to finding the reciprocal of ~n=-2N bnx 'h  
Let r and c denote the row and the column indices of matr ix  entries. Taking B -- [q(r-c)2], 
K imia and Zucker decompose B -1 into the product L t • D • L, where D is a diagonal and L is a 
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lower t r iangular  matr ix:  
D = (q2;q2)r_ l  c q2 
The lower t r iangular  nature of matr ix  L is assured by definition (9). 
We think, in comparison with their  method,  our's leads to a quicker code (one product  in (16) 
and a convolution with the blurred image vs. two matr ix  products and the convolution); we have 
a bet ter  handle on the error as well. 
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